
Transports of delight

The polymath, Jonathon Millar, once said that it took until the 1960s for Britain to stop 
living in the 1930s: in the case of my grandparents this transition never happened at all.  
Visits to my grandparents’ house when I was younger was like a trip to the Edwardian era. 
This was not only evident in the old fashioned charm, sense of duty and loyalty they both 
displayed but by the way in which they lived.  

As a result of the family having never thrown out anything that still functioned, all manner 
of items from late Victorian times and onward through to the early part of the 20th century 
were still in everyday use.  Interestingly, alongside these often rather prosaic objects, were 
other more curious items; there were rooms which contained Egyptian ushabtis, antique 
Japanese geta, Nepalese kukris and South American blow pipes to name but a few.  
However, one room held my fascination more than any other for it contained a Tiger.  

When visiting it was with both excitement and fear that I tentatively navigated the dimly 
painted corridors lit by single ceiling lamps, which dangled from high on twisted fabric 
lighting cable, to call upon this creature from the Bengali plains. To my small self the 
journey involved passing through faded rooms full of objects which I mentally noted for 
later exploration.  Thrillingly it also included a secret doorway, which was part bookcase, 
part press. This was known as “Narnia” in the family and it was necessary to go through 
here to reach the wintery lands at the far reaches of what was fondly referred to as ‘the 
coldest house in Scotland”.  It was here, in the far reaches, that the Tiger lived. 

Whenever I entered that room his large amber eyes would fix me with a stare which he 
kept on me as I moved around.  I used to frighten myself wondering if his big, pink, gaping 
mouth and ferocious looking teeth had ever savoured human flesh but as we slowly 
became acquainted it transpired he was really quite tame for I was allowed to pat his 
head, stroking his silky fur and rubbing him behind his ears. We spent many an hour in 
conversation.  However, as the years went by and I grew bigger the tiger grew smaller, 
slowly diminishing into his faded, purple felt-backing, becoming part of the background 
fabric of my own childhood. What held my attention, now that I was older, was the wider 
aspect of the room he inhabited. 



It was in fact a large Library; dark wood shelving running floor to ceiling, window to door 
and housing wall to wall books.  A stone fireplace in one corner had a conveniently placed 
button back sofa just in front, especially popular in winter time for book in a nook 
snuggling.  Sometimes I would just stand and peruse the shelves, running my eyes 
greedily over the beguiling volumes. Other times I would lift a book down, breathing in the 
slightly fusty, musty, old book scent peculiar to that room.  It was a smell that had top notes 
of possibility, excitement, intrigue, of past times, it enveloped every leaf, every dust jacket, 
every inch of shelf and this mingled evocatively with a rich base note of wood smoke from 
years of fires in the open hearth.   A lot of dreaming happened in that room.  Many miles 
were travelled on that sofa.  I often wondered just how many books there were in total but 
as I was always too busy reading I never had the time nor the inclination to count. I would 
lie on that voluminous transport of delight marvelling at the books, each a unique 
arrangement of the same English words but with different stories to tell.  Each an insight 
into another human’s thoughts and that was the very essence of the excitement for me. I 
used to imagine what I would do if all the words from every single book tumbled out one 
day into a huge heap on the floor.  How good would I be at re-arranging them to deliver the 
tales with the same aplomb the original author had managed?  My ensuing self-doubt led 
me to sweep piles of imaginary words hastily under the Tiger or throw guilty armfuls to 
crackle on the fire, keeping me warm of a winter’s eve. 

But as well as enjoying the printed words there was the pleasure of the actual books 
themselves. There were many fine tomes in different shapes and sizes, some with 
superior bindings, sometimes in tooled leather with gold leaf edges and marbled flysheets. 
There were also their poorer cousins in cheaper cloth bindings with a lesser print quality 
and inferior, yellowing paper but regardless of their grade I felt each was a treasure and 
oh, what a range of subjects - the library never disappointed.  

As well as the text and the actual book itself, the software and the hardware if you will, I 
came to realise there was also a third dimension, which brought its own deliciousness.  
Most of the books in the library were old and through exploring and studying them I came 
to realise they had further secrets to divulge.  Sometimes papery pressed flowers were 
revealed between the leaves, once a four leaf clover - what lucky person had placed that 
there?  Now and again a stranger’s tasselled bookmark had been left behind marking a 
point reached in the text. What reason might have compelled them to leave the book 
unfinished?  Boredom, lack of interest, a call to war, a love affair, a new employment, 



perhaps even death itself had prevented their completion of the volume.  Sadly, I would 
never know.  Neat little pencil annotations in the margins were interesting too.  Not always 
underlining for scholarly purposes but occasionally used to scold the book’s author for 
inaccurate information.  Often I would find a loving dedication in copperplate on the 
flysheet, a gift from one individual to another or perhaps an edition signed by the author, 
now long since dead.  It always evoked a satisfying shudder to have particularly enjoyed a 
book and know that the author had himself held that very volume in his hand.  There was 
also the odd little surprising thrills.  Once on lifting down a book called “Famous Crimes 
and Criminals” by the fulsomely named C.L. McCluer Stevens (faded green cloth cover, 
slightly damaged edges, first edition, 1924, attractive EX LIBRIS plate for a J.W. Evatt) I 
found a typed page glued into the book at the section on Ned Kelly.  It related that J.W. 
Evatt’s Great Aunt had been present at Ned Kelly’s final shoot out.  Holding that book gave 
me a vicarious thrill that somehow I, myself, was now a little more personally connected to 
this dramatic event in history.  (J.W. Evatt, I have since found out, through that new-
fangled usurper of the printed word Google, was a decorated major in the British army 
during the Second World War.)

Another randomly chosen book but with the appealing title “Other Men’s Minds”, 
(handsome volume, 670 pages, gold leaf edging, embossed cover) turned out to contain 
“7000 choice extracts from standard authors” on history, philosophy, science and religion.  
The presentation bookplate inside recounted that this splendid volume was presented to 
an Anne Rose as a reward for Millinery by the Edinburgh School Board, for the London 
Street Continuation Classes in the Winter session 1914-1915.  Poor girl, did she ever read 
it, I wondered?  Was she pleased at receiving this book clearly aimed for her betterment?  
And more importantly, did she pursue a career in hat making? 

Then there was the question of how the books should be arranged on the shelves.  Some 
book owners might arrange by colour, size or subject.  Some may think that with this 
enormity of books a Dewey decimal classification would have been essential but it wasn't 
required in this library.  Instead my grandfather was the walking catalogue - ask him a 
question and he could direct you to the pertinent book and moreover the chance was he 
had read it too and would be up for a discussion.  What I did not realise back then but I 
can see quite clearly now is that I had already inherited my family’s library gene - that 
obsession not just with books but with libraries themselves and I must confess I have been 
collecting both ever since.  



According to my research, libraries are broadly divided into four types namely, Academic 
Libraries, Special Libraries, Public Libraries and National Libraries.  I joined my first public 
library aged 3.  There was a photo placed in the local newspaper of me and my baby 
brother, taken for reasons now forgotten, in this small, unpretentious local library: early 
evidence of my yet undiscovered bibliomane gene.  I am sitting holding an open book and 
looking very pleased.  Sadly this, our nearest library, was closed due to council cuts shortly 
after, despite its continuous 130 year history of bringing people, information and ideas 
together, enriching local lives and binding the community.  It was a lifeline cut off to those 
who regularly used the computers in the library and the soon to be avid readers such as 
myself.  My next library (of which happily I'm still a member) now requires a bit more 
commitment on account of a 34 mile round trip to access it but luckily my now irregular 
book borrowing can be supplemented with trips to the Library Van which visits our village 
fortnightly.

Having collected 2 libraries by the age of 3 there was only one way this was going to go.  
Whereas librarians have their own collective noun, a “shush” of librarians apparently, I 
have been unable to find a collective noun for libraries.  I have pondered on the following 
as possible candidates:  a “litany” of libraries, a “liberation” of libraries, a “parliament” of 
libraries or a “parley” of libraries.  I rather favour a “liberation” of libraries as it seems to me 
that  they have the power to educate and free minds.  How many autodidacts benefited 
from libraries of old? Conrad, Dickens, Capote, Steinbeck are listed amongst many other 
self-taught authors and artists.  Andrew Carnegie, the Scottish born, American industrialist 
understood this benefit when he donated much of his wealth to build a total of 2,509 
libraries worldwide; 660 in the UK and Ireland (39 of which were in Scotland).  Perhaps 
Carnegie Library bagging might be an interesting literary alternative to Munro bagging?

Andrew Carnegie’s philanthropic idea however was not new. He was beaten by over a  
century by David Drummond, 3rd Lord Madertie, who in 1680 established Innerpeffray 
Library, located in rural Perthshire. This has the claim to being Scotland’s oldest public 
lending library. Books from the library were made available to the local community from 
1747 through to 1968. Borrowers came from a wide variety of social backgrounds, from 
local laird to shepherd and schoolchild.  The records held by Innerpeffray are extensive, 
containing not only dates and details of the books borrowed and returned, but also the 
names, addresses and occupations of the borrowers. Interestingly, our own family library 



contains a book generously given to my mother as a small child by the then Innerpeffray 
librarian when my mother’s family visited that library many years ago. 

Another library in my “collection” is located within the splendid Inglis Memorial Hall at 
Edzell.  This hall, gifted to the town in 1898 by Lieutenant Colonel Robert William Inglis, is 
a veritable jewel in the library crown, its library being a rare survivor of a late Victorian 
closed system, and includes one of the few working Cotgreave Indicators. The was the 
means invented by Albert Cotgreave of Cheshire in 1863 for indicating which books were 
out on loan. Despite being small by most public library proportions it is has everything one 
would wish for in a library; a stained glass floor to ceiling bay window, polished fumed oak 
shelving, brass rails supporting a secondary level of books whilst offering a fascinating 
glimpse, as a result of retaining the original collection of books on the shelves, of the 
reading tastes in fiction and non-fiction of late Victorian society. 

Special libraries appeal to me for reasons other than just their reading material for they are 
also often quirky. Holidaying in Norfolk in 2019 I was introduced to the Sailors’ Reading 
Rooms.  This Grade ll listed building on the seafront at Southwold was built in 1864 as a 
place for fishermen and mariners to read, as an alternative to drinking in pubs and to 
encourage instead “the pursuit of Christian ideals”.  Displays of a seafaring nature line the 
walls and fill glass cabinets.  When not engaged in the pursuit of Christian ideals the 
modern visitor can study the pictures and portraits of local fishermen and seascapes, 
model ships and maritime paraphernalia which have adorned the walls for decades.

There are many more libraries tales to tell and the thought of libraries yet to be discovered 
still excites me but I will always hold a special place in my mind’s eye for the Tiger-friendly 
library of my boyhood, for sadly my grandparent’s library is now consigned to the shelves 
of my memory.  On their deaths the house was sold, the library dismantled and the books 
packed into a multitude of banana  boxes and moved.  The books have now all been 
distributed between their daughters, my aunts; my mother’s share merged with the library 
she herself has built over the years. I can honestly say from utility room to dining room to 
kitchen to bedroom there is not a room in this house that does not have a book in it - a 
sure blessing in lockdown.  And the Tiger who shared my earliest forays in reading?  He 
winked at me with his glassy amber eye as he was rolled up and carefully stowed for the 
removal, he was after all the only fabricated part of this story.
Anthony Milnes




